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FABB 2018 PROGRAM
WELCOME
Susan Garland, Executive Director FABB
Lorrie Frost, President FABB

OPENING CEREMONY
Drew Pizzo, President, Collection 18, Co-Chairman FABB
Larry Zakarin, President, Private Label Handbags, Steve Madden, Co-Chairman FABB

THE FABB ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Tanya Creations, Jeffrey Massotti
INTRODUCED BY

Lana Cain Krauter, CEO, Charming Charlie

FABB’S HALL OF FAME
Maci Mayo, Dillard’s
Buyer, Jewelry, Fashion Accessories, Hosiery, Legwear and Spanx

Anne Sterling, Burlington Stores
VP DMM, Handbags & Accessories

Renee Cohen, Steve Madden
President of Steve Madden Belts and Madden Girl Bags

Beth Jones, Kohl’s
Senior Manager, Exclusive and Private Brand Accessories

Lisa Nunziata, Collection XIIX
President, Handbag Division

Adele Pinto, Century 21 Department Stores
Buyer, Handbags and Small Leathergoods
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About CancerCare
• Founded in 1944, CancerCare is the leading national organization providing

free, professional support services and information to help people manage
the emotional, practical and financial challenges of cancer.

•O
 ur comprehensive services include counseling and support groups over
the phone, online and in-person, educational workshops, publications and
financial and co-payment assistance.
•A
 ll CancerCare services are provided by oncology social workers and
world-leading cancer experts.
•A
 ll of our services are available free of charge to anyone affected by
cancer; including people with cancer, caregivers, loved ones and the
bereaved.
• CancerCare serves clients in every state and 74 percent of all U.S. counties.
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Cohen Children’s Medical Center is dedicated to providing the highest levels of
care to meet the special needs of children, from premature babies to adolescents.
Opened in 1983 as the New York metropolitan area’s only hospital designed
exclusively for children, today we are the largest provider of pediatric health
services in New York state, serving 1.8 million children in Brooklyn, Queens,
and Long Island. We provide world-class, patient-centered care regardless of the
ability to pay. Cohen Children’s is ranked among the best children’s hospitals in
the nation by U.S. News & World Report’s “America’s Best Children’s Hospitals”
and we are a member of Northwell Health, the largest clinically-integrated
healthcare network in New York State.
In addition to providing world-class patient care, Cohen Children’s is committed
to keeping families healthy and safe. For the past 18 years, our partnership
with Kohl’s does just that. Each year, the Kohl’s Keeping Kids Healthy Program
engages thousands of families in nutrition and physical activity programming that
promotes a healthy lifestyle, exercise, and making healthful food choices—all the
keys to supporting good health for life.
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(646)-448-8200

info@adilus.com

violet__ray

abbieandemmie

1450 Broadway, New York, NY

Since its founding in 1946, Meeting Street has been a national leader in
educating children and young adults with disabilities, developmental delays, and
those who are at risk. Each year Meeting Street delivers educational, therapeutic
and social services to more than 5,000 children and families of all abilities and
backgrounds in Rhode Island and Southeastern Massachusetts. Our mission is
to compassionately and innovatively empower children and families to thrive by
fostering the development of the whole child.
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NEW
YORKER

FIFTH AVE

I LOVE SOCKS

Congratulations to

BETH JONES
& fellow FABB 2018 Honorees
for your remarkable excellence
in fashion and merchandising!

425 Fifth Avenue, 6th Floor New York, NY 10016
212.679.4588 | www.soxland.com

SOXLAND

Our Special thanks!
Patrons
Capelli
Century 21 Department Stores
Colors in Optics
E.Gluck corporation
FGX
FantasEyes
Patricia Nash Designs
Roman & Sunstone
Ross Stores
TJX companies

as of press date
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In Memory

Reenie Brown
FABB’s Founder and Chairman Emeritus

In 1990, Reenie Brown, then, the Publications Director
of Accessories magazine and vice president of Business Journals,
founded the Fashion Accessories Benefit Ball.
She devoted a lot of her time to different charities: her passions
were women’s issues, environmental concerns and animal welfare.
Thank you Reenie for all your years of caring!

FA S H I O N A C C E S S O R I E S B E N E F I T B A L L

Susan Garland

Lorrie Frost

FABB Executive Director

FABB President

FABB
EXECUTIVE
BOARD
Larry Zakarin
FABB Vice Chairman

Drew Pizzo

FABB Vice Chairman

Val Mickool

FABB Administrator
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Retail Advisory Board 2018
David Law

Chief Merchant – Lord & Taylor

David Mihalko

SVP/GMM Center Core – Belk Dept Stores

Jodi Johnson

SVP/GMM Intimate Apparel, Footwear & Handbags – JC Penney

Nancy Pastor

VP/GMM Accessories – DSW

Lisa Rosenbaum

Vice President of Merchandising – HSN

Michael Line

VP/DMM Accessories & Jewelry – Kohl’s

Denise Junell-Johnson

VP/DMM Handbags – Nordstrom

Sophia Chen

VP/DMM Jewelry, Watches & Accessories – Burlington

Heather Schmidle

DMM Handbags, Accessories & Gifts – Macy’s
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Advisory Board 2018
Abe Chehebar AHQ
Ron D’Angelo Collection 18
Nicole Daku NBG Home
Nathan Dweck Jacmel
Howard Feller MMG Advisors Inc
John Florin Mundi Westport Group
Adam gelnick E. Gluck Corporation
RJ GRAZIANO RJ Graziano
Steven Hedaya Mondani
Sanford Hutton Colors in Optics
Todd Marcus K&M Accessories/Vendome
Jeffrey Massotti Tanya Creations
Lisa Nunziata Collection 18
Mark Odenheimer E. Gluck Corporation
Andy Philip Executeam Resources
Shaya Reiter International Inspirations/Lux
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Junior Board 2018
Jennifer Marrazzo E.Gluck Corporation
Danielle De Santis Macys
Lindsey Gemma Macys
Brianne Lustenring Collection XIIX
Bianca Wouch Mundi Westport
Danielle DiFerdinando Danielle Nicole Handbags
Michelle Bernstein FGX International
Samantha Niewadomski FGX International
TyRel Kirkham Brooklyn Sport & Entertainment
If you’re interested in becoming a member of the Jr. Board,
please contact us at fabb@optonline.net.

SASHA HANDBAGS, INC.
Congratulates
Anne Sterling – VP/DMM, Handbags & Accessories – Burlington Stores
and
Adele Pinto – Buyer, Handbags & Small Leather Goods – Century 21

As well as all other honorees.

FABB Achievement Award

Tanya Creations, LLC
Jeffrey Massotti

Tanya Creations, based in East Providence, Rhode Island, is
a Fashion Jewelry design, sales, and distribution company
serving the private label needs of the retail industry.
Tanya Creations was started in 1978 by the father and son
team, Haskell and Peter Wallick. Originally a small shop in
Providence, Rhode Island, that sold to wholesalers, it is now
one of the largest sources of fashion jewelry and accessories in
the United States with offices in East Providence, RI, New York,
NY, and Qingdao and Yiwu, China.
Jeffrey Massotti first joined Tanya Creations in 2011 as
EVP, Sales & Marketing, was appointed President in 2012,
and became a partner with Peter in 2015. Since 2011, the
company has nearly doubled its revenue through organic
growth as well as acquisition, and now services over 40
retailers across the US and Canada in all channels of
distribution. Tanya Creations is well positioned to continue its
growth through 2018 and beyond.

Throughout its 40 years in operation, Tanya Creations has
been at the forefront of many industry-wide changes. Tanya
was a leading player in a task force instrumental in creating
lead-free standards for the industry as a whole, and was
first in the industry to conduct security audits of its factories
in China. The company also was among the first to receive
CTPAT Certification which allows shipments from overseas
factories to receive priority status in U.S. Customs so that
merchandise gets to customers quickly.
Tanya Creations’ elite team of merchants, designers, and
sales executives stop at nothing to ensure the delivery of
unprecedented customer service along with the highest quality,
trend-right and timeless fashion jewelry to our retail partners.
Now celebrating its 40th year in business, Tanya Creations
has excelled to become a leader in the Fashion Jewelry
Industry through strategic thinking, superior design, and
unequivocal partnership.
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Congratulations to
the 2018 FABB Honorees!

n e w

y o r k

Our Congratulations
to Tanya Creations
and Jeffrey Massotti,
recipient of the
FABB 2018
Achievement Award

FABB’s HALL OF FAME
Tenure at present position?

Strangest product you ever
had pitched to you?

I have been a buyer at Dillard’s for ten
years. I have been in accessories for
six. I started buying jewelry only and
then other categories added on during
the years.

A scarf with a zipper pouch that you could
put your keys and wallet in the pouch.
I get the concept but who wants that stuff
bouncing on your chest all day?

Bio:

After graduating with honors from
Oklahoma State University, I moved to
Dallas and worked at Harold’s Stores
Inc, and worked in corporate visual
merchandising and catalogs. I then
moved to work in the stores and was a
store manager at their largest store in
the company. After Harold’s went out of
business, I went to be an assistant store
manager at Dillards in Dallas. I then
moved to the corporate office to be an
assistant buyer in sleepwear and have
worked my way up from there! I have a
wonderful husband of 13 years, Will,
and two beautiful children, Braxton 10
and Grayson 5.

Did you always want to
become a retail merchant?

Honestly, it didn’t really cross my mind
until I went to college! I ended up hating
the classes for my first major and then
I found the degree of design housing
merchandising and figured that would
definitely get me to the big city that I
was dying to live in!

What is your earliest memory
regarding a store?

As I child, my mom would take me
ever year to “the city” to go shopping
for school and I would beg her to take
me to Harold’s just so I could look and
shop for things that we couldn’t afford
and we would never buy because I just
wanted to see what it was like to have
expensive things!

What would you be doing
if you weren’t a merchant?

I would be an event planning focusing
on wedding planning!

Your personal favorite accessories?

Constantly changing but I always love
a good statement earring! Right now
I am in all things hoops! Can’t be big
enough!

What would people in the
accessories industry be surprised to
know about you?

Dillard’s

Maci Mayo

Buyer, Jewelry, Fashion
Accessories, Hosiery,
Legwear and Spanx
The best aspect of being a merchant?

Getting to do something different
everyday! I can honestly say no two days
are alike and not to mention that I get
to be around product I absolutely love
everyday!

What is the most interesting thing you
did today regarding your job?

Today I turned the most simple fabrics and
beaded product into all different types
of jewelry and scarves that are going to
make us look so unique for Fall 18!

What would you say is
your buying philosophy?

It is a combination of sales, date and
history but also going with my gut on
something
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That I grew up in a town with two
hundred people max and that I can
drive an 18-wheeler semi.

Do you post regularly on
any social media?

Instagram absolutely! Facebook only
sharing pictures because seeing
everyone’s opinion on there drives me
nuts, and I have discovered that I am
WAY too old to understand snapchat!

Favorite celebrity or influencer
to watch for fashion/accessories
inspiration?

Oh gosh I have so many it is too hard
to pick just one but I have to say for
business and my own personal style I
look more to the southern influencers
like themilleraffect, lonestarsouthern,
fashion_jackson etc!

What’s on your bucket list?

Bora Bora!! One day all of these
Hilton points will come in handy!!

Best professional compliment
ever received?

I had the honor of working with Badgley
Mischka on a jewelry line exclusive to
Dillard’s! They once introduced me to
someone as a buyer with the best taste
level and direct point of view that they
had ever met. It was one of the best
professional days I have ever had!

CONGRATULATES
Maci Mayo - Adele Pinto
And All of FABB’s 2018 Honorees
A C C E S S O R I E S LT D
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212-643-2525

FABB’s HALL OF FAME
Tenure at present position?

Your personal favorite accessories?

5 exciting years at Burlington.

My passion has always been handbags,
however I love a statement necklace or a
lofty, oversized scarf.

Bio:

1982 – 1984: Gimbels Midwest,
Assistant Buyer & Department Manager
1984 – 2008: Dayton’s, Hudson’s,
Marshall Field’s, Macy’s, I was in the
same building in Minneapolis for 24
years yet the name plate continued to
change, as the landscape of retail did as
well. I held various positions, Department
Manager, Assistant Buyer, Planner,
Planning Manager, Senior Buyer, Director
of Planning & VP DMM of Footwear &
Accessories.
2008 – 2013: Kohl’s, VP DMM
Handbags & Accessories
2013 – Present: Burlington, VP DMM
Handbags & Accessories

Did you always want to
become a retail merchant?

No, I went to college to study law.
I caught the retail bug while working
at Pappagallo.

What is your earliest memory
regarding a store?

Shopping at Jacobson’s, a beautiful
department store in Birmingham,
Michigan where I grew up.

What would you be doing if
you weren’t a merchant?

A barista at Starbucks or a flight
attendant at American Airlines : ) I enjoy
working with people!

The best aspect of being a merchant?
Every day is a new adventure.

What would people in the
accessories industry be surprised
to know about you?
I am not sure since I am usually
an open book.

Do you post regularly on any
social media?

No, I need my daughter who is 28,
to help me navigate Face Book &
Instagram.

Burlington
Stores

Anne Sterling
VP DMM Handbags
& Accessories

What is the most interesting thing
you did today regarding your job?

Working with such a talented and
dedicated team. Their passion, energy and
drive inspires me every day.

What would you say is
your buying philosophy?

Always focus on giving the customer the
best product at the best value every day!

Strangest product you ever
had pitched to you?

A Handbag umbrella, to protect your bag
in rain or snow.

The last place you traveled
to that wasn’t for work?

Beautiful Wisconson, my weekly trek to
MKE, GO Packers!
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Favorite celebrity or influencer
to watch for fashion/accessories
inspiration?
Coco Chanel & Karl Lagerfeld.

Latest cultural thing you’re loving?
Female Empowerment

What’s on your bucket list?

To ski in the Swiss Alps and play
golf
at St. Andrews in Scotland.

Best professional compliment
ver received?

Being recognized for this award,
thank you FABB for this true honor.

Proudly

and

AND ALL OF THE OTHER HONOREES
FOR THEIR REMARKABLE
ACHIEVEMENT

FABB’s HALL OF FAME
Tenure at present position?

Strangest product you ever
had pitched to you?

22 years at Steve Madden

Do you remember those black over
the bodice harness belts? Those were
horrible!

Bio:

I started in accessories 35 years ago
(not to age myself or anything), as an
Assistant Buyer, soon after I joined
Daniel M Friedman & Associates,
where I found my true passion within
the industry- in Wholesale. Currently,
I share my extensive knowledge of
the accessories industry through the
multiple categories that I oversee- belts,
handbags, and most recently Private
Label cold weather.

Did you always want to be in the
fashion wholesale/retail business?

I have always loved working with
product and enjoy interacting with
people. Steve Madden is the perfect fit
for me because it allows me to use my
sales and retail merhant experience.

What is your earliest memory
regarding a store?

Going shopping with my mother at
Loehmann’s was a perfect way to
spend a Saturday. And I must say, not
much has changed since I still always
find myself shopping on a Saturday!

What would you be doing if
you weren’t in the biz?

Don’t tell my husband, but I always
thought I would be a stay at home
wife.

The last place you traveled
to that wasn’t for work?

Girls getaway in Naples, Florida

Your personal favorite
accessories?

Stacks of bracelets & long
necklaces are part of my signature
look.

Steve Madden

Renee Cohen

President of
Steve Madden Belts
and Madden Girl Bags
The best aspect of your job?

I still get very excited, seeing new product
assortments, trend highlights, and making
it all fit together for a customer.

What is the most interesting thing you
did today regarding your job?

If you met my team, you would know how
hard it is to pick the most interesting thing
today….

What would you say is
your buying philosophy?

Buying often & Buying BIG!
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What would people in the
accessories industry be surprised
to know about you?
That I’m a natural brunette!

Favorite celebrity or influencer
to watch for fashion/accessories
inspiration?
Kerry Washington

What’s on your bucket list?

I would love to travel to Greece
with my husband.

Best professional compliment
ever received?

It’s always a compliment when
someone on my team looks to me
for guidance and considers me a
mentor. And, I can’t forget how
everyone tells me that no one
knows belts like me!

FABB’s HALL OF FAME
Tenure at present position?

Strangest product you ever
had pitched to you?

10.5 yrs at Kohl’s

Most recently, someone approached us
with a giant slipper (not a pair… a single
slipper). You put both feet in and use it
while on your couch. In theory, it made
sense- keeps your feet warm, emotionally
appealing, kitschy. Everyone we showed it
to asked, “How do you walk?”

Bio:

Kohl’s:
2016- Present Sr Mgr Fashion Accessories,
NY Design Office
2015-2016 Sr Mgr Handbags & Fashion
Accessories
2012-2015 Sr Mgr Fashion Accessories
2010-2012 Mgr Fashion Accessories
2007-2010 Asst. Mgr Legwear, Hanging
Footwear
Claire’s Stores:
2002-2007 Progressive Buying roles in
Fashion Accessories, Gift/ Novelty and
Beauty

Education:

BA Apparel Merchandising & Design
Illinois State University Normal, Illinois

Did you always want to
become a retail merchant?

I actually intended to be a designer
but was offered a Buying Internship at
Claire’s Stores. The role was a fantastic
mix of Buying, Design, Trend and Product
Management. I had the unique opportunity
to dream up the product concept, source
it direct to factory, and write the buys. The
experience prepared me well for a career
in Product Development at Kohl’s. It’s really
been the best use of my interests and skillsI have a creative outlet but can still flex my
strategic and process muscles.

What is your earliest memory
regarding a store?

Growing up in the Chicago area, I always
marveled at the holiday windows at
Marshall Field State Street store. Every
Christmas, my mom and aunts would take
me window shopping and to see the giant
tree in the center of the store. Even back
then, retail was about experience and
inspiring the customer!

Your personal favorite accessories?

Anything vintage. Be it a cleverly shaped
scarf, a kooky bag that someone handcrafted, a statement-making costume
jewelry piece.

K o h l’ s

Beth Jones

Senior Manager,
Exclusive and Private
Brand Accessories
the time to tell you about it. So much of
our time is spent on deliverables, problem
solving and logistics- which is all critical.
But in the end, it’s all about surprising and
delighting your customer. It’s everything!

What would you say is
your buying philosophy?

As our retail landscape continues
to change, it’s important to be
Entrepreneurial. The rules are changing.
Even the weather can’t be relied upon to
do what it used to do. Embrace it! Jumping
out of your comfort zone is critical to
success today and it may be better to take
a calculated risk on something new than to
go back to the well one more time.

The best aspect of being a merchant?

What would people in the
accessories industry be surprised to
know about you?

I’m an avid bass fisherman. Every year
we take at least one trip the first week
of bass fishing season. This past year,
I caught 15 bass on a bright orange
striped rubber worm called “Candy Corn”
which I bought on a whim. Apparently
orange was trending in the fish world!

Do you post regularly on
any social media?

I love Instagram and post fairly regularly.
I follow lot’s of brands, online retailers and
influencers and use my feed as a source of
inspiration. Searching trending hashtags is
a great way to understand what’s on your
consumers mind and what isn’t.

Favorite celebrity or influencer to watch
for fashion/accessories inspiration?

I tend not to follow celebrities but I love
Issa Rae’s style and spirit. She always
looks pulled together but in unexpected
ways. I’m also a huge fan of Garance
Dore. Her instagram and podcast are filled
with interesting influencers from many
creative industries which always gives
me something new to consider or gain
inspiration from.

Best professional compliment
ever received?

Definitely seeing someone wearing the
product you developed. It’s so gratifying to
see someone love the product you brought
to market and even better when they take

A buyer once told me, “You always
find a way to make it happen.”
That’s the best compliment I could ask for.
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FABB’s HALL OF FAME
Tenure at present position?

What would you say is
your buying philosophy?

I joined Collection 18 as President and
Partner of the Collection 18 handbags
and personal accessories division in July
of 2017

Bio: I sort of fell into the handbag
business. I was looking for a part time job
while in college. I applied for a position
as a receptionist. It happened to be a
handbag importer. I immediately loved the
business and the owner took me under his
wing and taught me the business.
We are still in touch. His name is Bill
Landesman and he lives in Hong Kong.
I opened an independent showroom
at 320 5th Ave with my dear friend
GiGi. From there we launched The Sak,
Guess and many other brands. It was an
amazing experience giving birth to so
many brands.
Did you always want to be in
the wholesale/retail business?

I always loved fashion, I would shop with
my mom when I was younger. My mom
had a great eye for quality and taught me
to inspect the fabric contents etc.
I started out in retail. I absolutely loved
the interaction with the consumer. I also
love merchandising, making the sale,
getting merchandise to look great was
always a fun challenge. When I moved
into wholesale and learned the business
I was instantly hooked. At age twenty
two I opened a small handbag factory
in Queens. We made wonderful leather
bags. I loved buying the leather, the
components and watching things come
together in front of my eyes.

What is your earliest memory
regarding a store?

I worked at the Shoe Palace in Fresh
Meadows Queens. It was a commissionbased compensation package so as
you can imagine it was an aggressive
environment. Stock was stored in three
sub basements. I was in the greatest
shape ever.

It has become a very intimate process
with each customer. I would say get out in
the stores understand your competition.

The last place you traveled
to that wasn’t for work?

I love going to the West coast
to visit my Brother.

Your personal favorite accessories?
Come on, Handbags of course.

What would people in the
accessories industry be surprised
to know about you?

Collection 18

Lisa Nunziata
President,
Handbag Division

What would you be doing if you weren’t
a President of a handbag division?
I would love to work around animals
maybe at the Zoo – maybe I am at the Zoo
without the animals. In all honesty I could
never see myself in any other business.
It’s in my blood.

The best aspect of doing what you do?

I used to be a competitive horse jumper.
I absolutely loved the experience, the
people and the animals. It’s a fantastic
memory for me.

Do you post regularly on
any social media?

I like Instagram most of all. I find Social
media time consuming, so it is fun to poke
around but I am not committed.

Favorite celebrity or influencer to watch
for fashion/accessories inspiration?
Gwen Stefani

Latest cultural thing you’re loving?

I love Broadway shows in all shapes and
forms. Last show was Dear Even Hansen
there was not a dry eye in the house.

I enjoy the entire process from start to
finish. I usually start off watching the
runway shows followed by a Europe trip.
The design and idea sharing is by far my
favorite part. The most exciting moment is
when you create a best seller!

What’s on your bucket list?

What is the most interesting thing
you did today regarding your job?

It is very complimentary when
an experienced industry peer asks
for my opinion or advice.

I worked with factories all over the world
and getting on the same page was always
a rewarding experience. Exploring new
countries to manufacture handbags has
always been my favorite thing to do.
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To stay alive long enough to complete
my very long list of things I would like
to see and do.

Best professional compliment
ever received?

CONGRATULATIONS
ALL HONOREES
ON RECEIVING
THE FAME AWARD

FABB’s HALL OF FAME

Tenure at present position?

What would you say is your
buying philosophy?

I’ve been a handbag buyer since 2008
(started out as an assistant buyer in 2002).
I’ve worked for Century 21 in the same
department for my entire 15 year career.
People wonder why I have stayed at the
same company for so long…working for
a family owned and operated company
has always felt special to me. What’s
amazing is that most senior buyers have
worked here for 20+ years. That really
says something about the owners and
management.

My buying philosophy continues to evolve
and change. Right now we are buying
less inventory and staying liquid. We are
testing new brands and going back to past
resources to give the consumer something
fresh. We must always differentiate
ourselves to get the customer in the store.

Strangest product you ever
had pitched to you?

Bio:

I come from a long line of merchants
(basically my whole family is in wholesale
or retail). Throughout high school and
college I was a waitress at a local
restaurant. One of my regular customers
asked for my resume after I graduated
and viola—I was called a few months
later. I remember my interview like it was
yesterday… there were two positions open
and one of them was in the handbag
buying office. I thought—what a dream!
I didn’t think I would make it six months.
Things were so different back then… forget
work life balance! But none of us cared
we just wanted to sell product. Retail was
definitely easier… I still love what I do
after all of these years. I meet new and
interesting people all of the time and have
built some amazing friendships within the
industry.

What is your earliest memory
regarding a store?

When I first started at Century 21 we
would go to our warehouse to price out
merchandise we bought as assortments.
We would make one pile for very ugly
product and label it as UG. My old
divisional and I would yell out across
the aisles “how much do you think this is
worth”?
Needless to say it would be very
inexpensive! Those were fun times!

Century 21
D e pa r t m e n t
Stores

Adele Pinto

Buyer, Handbags and
Small Leather Goods
What would you be doing
if you weren’t a merchant?

Being a merchant is in my blood. If I had
to choose something else it would be a
lady who lunches. Ha!

The best aspect of being a merchant?

The best aspect about being a merchant
is the product. I love it! Working with my
vendors on development adds creativity to
my day to day. Seeing product hit the floor
that you believe the consumer will respond
to is energizing. I am also lucky that I have
built so many amazing relationships with
my vendors and I get to meet so many
talented people.

What is the most interesting thing you
did today regarding your job?

Well today is Monday, the day we review
all of our selling and reporting. Today
I actually smiled because business was
good last week!
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Someone once tried to sell me a raincoat
for your handbag. It was almost similar to
a yellow poncho. Decided to pass!

Your personal favorite accessories?

I love my YSL quilted crossbody. I can
throw it on with a t-shirt and jeans and it
makes any outfit chic.

What would people in the
accessories industry be surprised to
know about you?

I don’t know how to ride a bike! Is that
crazy? I think the last time I rode a bike
I was 15. I was looking at a boy and
crashed into a tree. I never got back on.

Favorite celebrity or influencer to watch
for fashion/accessories inspiration?
I love Negin Mirsalehi (founder of Gisou
Hair)—she has amazing style. I also love
Kourtney Kardashian, Rachel Barnes, and
Julie Sarinana.

Latest cultural thing you’re loving?

I just watched The Shape of Water.
I was a bit skeptical when hearing the
storyline. It was amazing. No wonder it
won so many Oscars!

What’s on your bucket list?

I have never been to Italy. My friends
and I are trying to plan a girl’s trip for
next year.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THIS YEARS FABULOUS FABB HONOREES

YOUR FRIENDS AT

CONGRATULATIONS !

MACI MAYO-DILLARD'S
FABB HALL OF FAME 2018
FROM EVERYONE AT VIESTE ROSA

past FAME AWARD HONoREES
2017

2005

Hudson’s Bay/Lord & Taylor

Macy’s West

2016

2004

Kohl’s

May Department Stores Co.

2015

2003

Macy’s

Target

2014

2002

Belk

Bloomingdale’s

2013

2001

target

Lord & Taylor

2012

2000

Nordstrom

Nordstrom

2011

1999

Bloomingdale’s

Macy’s

2010

1998

Henri Bendel

Mercantile Stores

2009

1997

QVC

Neiman Marcus

2008

1996

JC Penney

Federated Merchandising

2007

1995

Macy’s

JC Penney

2006
Belk

1994

Plaza Too

Woodward & Lothrup

FA BB
Makes a

Difference

PAST FABB ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD HONOREES
2017
Isaac E. Ash
2016
Ivanka Trump
2015
Sanford Hutton/Colors in Optics, Ltd
2014
Steve Russo/FABNY
2013
steven Hedaya/Mondani
2012
Felix Porcaro/Crimson Rose
2011
Evan Mittman/Cipriani
2009
Frank Fialkoff/Haskell Jewels
2008
Kathy Van Zeeland
2007
Kenneth Cole
Betsy Johnson
2006
Steve Madden
2005
Nine West Accessories
ELLE Magazine
2004
Ron Hirsh/Rosetti
Handbags & Accessories
Accessories Magazine
2003
RJ Graziano
Marie Claire Magazine

2002
Kenneth Cole
InStyle Magazine
2001
Kosta Kartsotis/Fossil
Lou Frankfort, Coach
2000
Elaine Gold/Collection 18
Pat Stensrud, Victoria & Co.
1999
Lew Valenti/swank Jewelry
Carol Hochman, Liz Claiborne
Accessories
1998
Rob Friedlander/World Wide Dreams
Carolee Friedlander, Carolee Designs
1997
Reenie Brown, Fashion Accessories
Benefit Ball, Accessories Magazine
Abe Chehebar/Accessory Network
1997
Mickey Callanen,
Callanen International
1996
Arthur Maier/K&M Associates
Boris Kliot, Rivera Trading
1995
Dorothy Roberts/Echo Design Group
1993
Nina McLemore/Liz Claiborne
1992
Judith Leiber, Judith Leiber Accessories

FA BB
Makes a

Difference

Congratulates

MACI MAYO
and all of FABB’s Honorees

Our Special Thanks!
n e w

y o r k

A C C E S S O R I E S LT D

as of press date

FA BB
Makes a

Difference

Accessories Direct for donating the Gift Bags
Mundi Westport Group - John Florin & John Richards,
Nicole Daku - NBG Home for coordinating the baGS
and all those who donated product

as of press date

FA BB
Makes a

Difference

Our Special thanks!
TONIGHT’S Cocktail Party
SponsorED BY

®

FA BB
Makes a

Difference

CONGRATULATIONS

Maci Mayo
FABB MERCHANT HALL OF FAME
DILLARD’S
FROM YOUR PARTNERS AT

Our Special thanks!
TONIGHT’S FLORAL
ARRANGEMENTS
SPONSORED BY

FA BB
Makes a

Difference

